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Strip Doors- Great Solutions For Industries 
 

Know about Strip Doors 
 

Strips doors are overlapping PVC strips mounted in door openings. Strip doors are usually used in places 

where usage of a solid is not workable as there is a heavy foot and machine traffic though that passage. 

They are available in standard clear that provides for maximum visibility whilst double ribbed strips can be 

used to minimise the inevitable scratching of curtains due to forklift traffic. Polar grade strip is available for 

cold room applications. 

 

Specialised benefits of Strip Doors: 
 

Strip doors greatly help in conserving energy. Their benefits are: 

1. Strip doors control environment by trapping the cool and warm air. They also prevent dust and 

other air borne pollutants from spreading from one work section to another. 

2. Strip Doors are excellent noise barriers, creating better working environment for the workers. 

3. Strip doors are highly cost effective since they help in conserving energy by preventing heat loss. 

4. Strip doors are easy to install, maintain and repair. They are extremely versatile and can adapt to 

a varied range of applications. 

5. Strip doors have rounded edges and are made of self extinguishing flexible PVC which does not 

support combustion. Hence they help in preventing fire hazards. 

6. Strip doors help in solving doorway visibility problems. As a result, there are fewer doorway 

accidents and worker safety is enhanced. 

So, why are you waiting? Get your Strip doors now from www.kaiserdoors.comand enhance 

safety measures to the greatest extent. Procure answers to all your queries on Strip Doors, Industrial 
Doors, Fire Doors, Overhead Doors from this trusted website and make your industry a safer and a 

better place for your workers. 
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Strip Doors - Durable And Economical Options 
 

There is no end to types of doors like industrial doors, high speed doors, fire doors, energy saving doors, 

overhead doors to name a few. All of them are used for some purpose. Some common doors which are 

used in offices and homes include high speed doors or roller shutter doors. They can be a little expensive 

in installation. That’s why strip doors would be a good option for you. A strip door is the most economical 

way to protect your home, employees and goods from adverse environmental conditions. The door also 

affords to provide you protection and control of temperature and noise pollution without any intervention 

of passage of light to indoors. 

 

The other benefits of strip doors include: 

The PVC Strips Doors can be used for varied applications which include walk-in coolers, freezers, 

loading docks, crane ways, conveyor openings and other particular places. The use the finest materials 

and advanced techniques to make your room completely secure and comfortable. 

 

The strip doors require very less maintenance and repair costs are also less compared to other types of 

specialized doors. Apart from this the easily availability of PVC strips of curtains and doors make them a 

good option for people. The variety of colors is another positive aspect of strip doors. Thus one can 

choose colors according to individual needs. They are simple to install. 

 

The strip doors are designed in semi transparent manner for some industries and they block 100 percent 

ultraviolet light coming through them. 

 

The strip doors are cost effective, durable, and simple in design and energy conserving. They are 

extremely durable and can withstand wear and tear in all types of environments. They also act as fire 

doors due to their flame retardant quality. All these features make the strip doors a quick and ready 

choice for millions. 

 

If you are looking for strip doors variety, you can choose ribbed strip door or accordian strip door. Both 

are ideal for home and office usage. The ribbed strip doors are for high traffic areas. The accordian strips 

doors slide out easily to open the passage way. The usage of strip doors is innumerable. Whatever may 

be your purpose of using strip doors, make sure that you get the right kind of strip door for your home or 

office. There are many manufacturers of strip doors around you. One such company is Roller Shutter 
Doors which offers you unquestionable quality of strip doors. 
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Go For Good Quality High Speed Doors 
 

What is a High Speed Door? 
 

High Speed Door is specially designed to enable fast opening and closing of the door, allowing people to 

move quickly through the opening. It is most commonly used in industrial settings. High Speed Door help 

in reducing energy cost, create a more conducive and serene working environment and improve 

productivity. High speed door is installed for varied purposes like for internal use, hygienic environment, 

freezer room and in high wind conditions. 

Specialised features of High Speed Door: 

1. High Speed Doors, also known as Roller Shutter Doors, have specified features like Multi Safety 

Devices, Control Box and Draught Sealing. High speed doors are curtains with interlocking slats 

that form a continuous hinge. They are of two kinds: 1) single skinned and 2) twin skinned doors. 

High speed doors also come in bi-parting designs. They are available in a range of colour 

choices. 

2. Under the Draught Sealing feature in High speed doors, a double row of side brushes seal the 

uprights, reducing the play between the curtain and the guide, providing excellent sound barrier. 

3. The unique Multi Safety Devices in High Speed Doors monitor constantly to insure safe 

operation. They prevent the curtain from closing if somebody has entered the opening. 

4. In Control Box, High Speed Doors have Telemecanique controls within a metal control box with 

key lock and IP55 sealing protection. They have emergency stop, curtain ascent/descent buttons 

and automatic/manual switching. 

5. High Speed Doors are available in varied colours - Royal Blue, White, Dark Green, Sky Blue, 

Brown, Red, Cream, Black, Grey, Yellow and Orange. 

Get your High Speed Doors now and make your home a heaven of luxury. Order on line and acquire 

detailed information on High Speed Doors, Energy Saving Doors, Roller shutter doors. 
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Get The Best Roller Shutter Doors From Uk 
Companies 
 

Preserving energy has become a major precedence to humans. The diminution of energy has forced us 

to find out novel ways and methods to preserve it. One of the latest advancements in this regard is Roller 

Shutter Doors UK. These doors enable us to preserve energy which is lost in the environment through 

gaps in doors and windows in an unsealed house. Roller Shutter Doors UK not only solve the purpose of 

energy conservation, but also save money, further adding on the comfortability of our lives. Gaps are 

provided between the edges of frames and sill in doors and windows, for ensuring easy opening and 

closing. They prevent dust, insects and rain from entering and also prevent leakage of energy in the form 

of air conditioning and heating. Roller Shutter Doors UK provide a cure to all such problems. 

What are Roller Shutter Doors UK? 
 

Roller Shutter Doors UK or High Speed Doors are specially designed doors which enable fast opening 

and closing, allowing people to move quickly through the opening. When applied properly, Roller Shutter 

Doors UK can increase safety, productivity and maintenance costs. Two basic designs are available for 

Roller Shutter Doors UK: bi-parting and roll-up. Bi-parting doors open horizontally from the center, while 

roll-up doors open vertically. 

Varied kinds of Roller Shutter Doors UK 
 

Roller Shutter Doors UK provide a wide variety, such as: 

• Kaiser Doors  

• Roller Shutter Doors UK 

• High Speed Doors 

• CHI Overhead Doors  

• PVC Strip Curtains 
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Benefits of Roller Shutter Doors UK 

 
1. Kaiser doors make use of the most advanced techniques and the finest materials available. They 

are highly durable and long lasting, enabling lesser repairing and maintenance. 

2. Roller Shutter Doors control and manipulate the temperature as they trap warm or cold air, 

preventing escape of heat. They further help in keeping the environment free from dust and air 

borne pollutants. They are specially designed to reduce noise, creating peaceful environment. 

3. High speed doors are cost effective and come in simple design structures. They offer high-speed 

operation and require extremely low maintenance. All these facilities lead to high energy 

conservation. 

4. CHI Overhead Doors offer highest quality garage doors integrating quality materials with supreme 

design and workmanship. 

5. Strip doors are PVC strips mounted on door openings. They are cost effective, offer perfect 

visibility and are extremely easy to repair. PVC strip doors are used in loading docks, freezers, 

walk-in coolers, crane ways, conveyor openings and so on. 

 

Add additional luxury to your home, enabling energy consumption at the same time, through the use of 

advanced Energy Saving Doors. Know more about Roller Shutter Doors UK, Kaiser Door, Roller shutter 

doors.This trusted website deals with all kinds of energy saving doors and will offer you answers to all 

your queries. 
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Fire Doors To Protect You From Fire 
 

What are Fire Doors? 
 

Fire doors are fire resistant doors, made from fire resistant materials. Fire doors are installed to minimise 

the spread of fire and smoke in fire accidents. Most of the fire doors are automatically operated either by 

heat activated mechanisms or by smoke detecting. These doors do not require any key to open them and 

remain closed at most times. 

Usability of Fire Doors 
 
Fire Doors are used to restrict fire and localise it in the place of origin so that the fire is extinguished. At 

the same time, it provides time for the occupants of the building to vacate the premises. Among the 

innumerable kinds of Fire doors, Kaiser doors stand out as the best. Kaiser doors use CNC machining 

techniques to provide the best security from fire and theft. It also uses the most durable veneers and 

laminates which not only provide strength and security, but also an appealing look. Kaiser doors also 

provide high quality roller shutters which are used for both domestic and commercial purposes. These 

doors serve specific purposes from resisting fire to saving energy and space and reducing noise pollution. 

They are also very easy to install and maintain. 

Other main kinds of Fire Doors: 
 

The other kinds of Fire doors are: 

 
1. High speed doors - High speed doors are extremely efficient doors with high operating speeds. 

These doors help in reducing energy costs, noise levels and in improving the overall improvement 

in the work environment of a place. 

2. Roller shutter doors – Roller Shutter Doors are highly popular fire-fighting equipments that 

come in beautiful designs and are free from rusting. These doors serve a very practical and 

essential need without compromising on the aesthetic appeals of the door or the building as a 

whole. These efficient Fire doors are very popular and are essential 

fire-fighting equipment that have beautiful designs and are free from the ills like rusting, rotting 

etc. These doors serve a very practical and essential need without compromising on the aesthetic 

appeals of the door or the building as a whole. They further help in reducing noise pollution and 

contamination levels in the industry. 
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Utility of Fire Doors 
 

Fire doors offer enormous utility and varied advantages. The following are the utilities provided: 

 

• At present, conventional fire doors are being replaced by stylish access controlled opening 

systems steel doors. 

• With the introduction of high-quality, robust and striking veneers and laminates into the market, 

the intrinsic benefits of steel along with its power, safety and robustness are amalgamated with 

the artistic design appeal of timber to provide doors that can safe guard from fire and even theft. 

• Fire door can also withstand rusting, warping or rotting and also invasion by vermin and insects. 

 

Safeguard your home or office from the dreadful consequences of fire through the effective use Fire 

doors provided by www.kaiserdoors.com. In this modern era of multi-storied apartments and sky-

high buildings, the use of Fire doors have become inevitable. They serve the very important purpose of 

preventing fire from spreading, hence reducing the extent of loss of life and property. Know more about 

Kaiser Door, Roller shutter doors. 
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Energy Saving Doors- Excellent Options For Industrial 
Establishments 
 

'Little drops of water, little drops of grain; makes a mighty ocean and pleasant land.' This is very true. Our 

small efforts of energy saving can be a great contribution to the world environment. Energy saving doors 

are great way to save energy. You can install energy saving doors in your industry or business workplace 

to save energy and reduce your energy bills. There are different types of doors which are installed to save 

energy in industries which include Kaiser Doors, Roller Shutter Doors, Overhead Doors, High Speed 

Doors and PVC Strip Doors/Curtains. Among these the high speed door is an ideal choice for 

industries. 

 

The sophisticated High Speed Doors are used in industries to save energy, increasing efficiency of 

business, improve quality of work, and also enhance security. After great success in various industrial 

usages, lots of other commercial workplaces are looking forward for such high speed doors which provide 

reliable protection from theft, worse environment, noise pollution and harmful radiations. The Energy 
Saving Doors are ideal for industries because they save a lot of energy from wastage which otherwise 

move from industries to environment system. If doors of incubators or freezing rooms are opened for long 

time, the temperature and pressure gets imbalanced. You can maintain the pressure and temperature at 

the expense of energy thus augmenting energy costs every month. But high speed doors prevent such 

flow of energy from an enclosed room to environment or vice versa. 

 

They are a very good choice for science labs, medicine industries, food processing industries and other 

places because they manage a good traffic flow and speed up the operations which is otherwise lazy in 

case of normal doors. Now high speed doors also stop noise and other types of air pollution. Thus it 

makes a complete healthy environment for you to live in or work. Whatever may be your requirement the 

high speed doors can be used for freezer room, internal use, and hygienic environment and even in high 

wind conditions. You can use the energy saving doors to save your electricity bills and a good amount of 

money. All these advantages help in increasing the productivity of any enterprise. 

 

If you are looking for best energy saving doors for industries, you can trust on specialized high speed 

door manufacturers such as Roller Shutter Doors. 
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Roller Shutter Doors-The Next Generation Doors That 
Provide Optimum Security 
 

Roller shutter doors have been created to offer extreme level of security and safety to the organizations 

where high level security is mandatory. Suck kind of contemporary doors are quite convenient to install 

and also needs very less amount of space. Basically, roller shutter doors are a kind of curtains that are 

coupled with interlocking slats that constitute a constant series of joints. Such kind of special functionality 

aids in pulling the curtain up and down on a spring kind of barrel.  

 

Roller shutter doors are of varied types and plenty of these easily available in the market. They have multi 

usage and are utilized for numerous purposes such as security from dust water, rain, storm, pollution and 

burglary. Roller shutter doors have gradually become an integral part of the home decoration because of 

the stylish designs available in them. Roller shutter doors add an element of sophistication to the space 

where you install them.  

 

These kind of doors are much secure as compared to the conventional doors, because Roller Shutter 
Doors are strong, secure, reliable and takes less space in installation. Generally, doors are an opening  

designed in a wall with a sliding facility along with an associated panel, that is a crucial part of your entire 

building . Doors helps you to go in and come out of the entire building and are the only mode of both 

entrance and exit. The main reason for creating a door is to permit entry, exit and ventilation at the same 

time.  

 

The main advantage of having doors in the building is that they help maintain privacy and protects in the 

event of fire as well. Roller shutter doors offers you a variety of specific doors such as High Speed 
Doors, energy saving doors and the fire doors. The most common ones are high speed doors also called 

as energy saving doors, that proves highly beneficial in maintaining low costs. Since high speed doors 

are made from the best material, they are genuinely strong. These energy saving doors are made as per 

the requirements and are much better as compared to the conventional doors. The main motive of 

creating high speed energy saving doors is to save energy in the industries, thereby minimizing loss of 

heat and prevent noise pollution.  

 

Kaiser doors are famous for offering varied types of Roller Shutter doors and you can get all varieties 

such as industrial doors, fire doors and high speed door or Energy Saving Doors, 
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These specialized doors serve specific purposes. While the doors of the industry are meant to provide 

high level security, the energy saver doors helps immensely in conserving energy because of its high rate 

of speed, thereby offering a secure and convenient work atmosphere. For more information about roller 

shutter and energy saver doors, do log on to www.kaiserdoors.com. 
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Roller Shutter Door: Great Energy Saver 
 

Negligent and irresponsible use of energy resources worldwide have brought us to a threshold when the 

threat of depletion of these resources seems inevitable. The only way we can save our future generations 

from an imminent energy crisis is by judicious use and conservation of energy resources. Today, energy 

conservation is the need of the hour. Many organizations are realizing this fact and adopting various 

energy saving devices and energy conservation products. 

 

Many innovative products are available that help to minimize costs, improve efficiency and protect 

environment. One such energy conserving product is Energy Saving Doors. These doors have 

considerably high operating speeds, which helps to save a lot of time and energy costs due to reduced 

operating cycles.  

 

Energy savings doors help to reduce noise and contamination levels, create a comfortable working 

environment and enhance business productivity. Whether required for internal use, freezer room 

applications, hygienic environment or high wind conditions, these doors help to save precious energy and 

your hard-earned money. 

 

Roller Shutter Doors UK offers many innovative products, such as high speed doors, Fire Doors UK, 

roller shutter doors, PVC Strip Curtains etc. Roller Shutter Doors offer specialized door solutions to take 

care of specific industrial requirements. For supply, installation or repair of roller shutter doors, log on to 

www.kaiserdoors.com. 
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High Speed Doors: Smooth Doors For Your Property 
 

The world we inhabit today is an ultra-modern and urban world. Rapid modernisation has made life easier 

and simpler. But it has also brought in its wake certain inevitable but harmful environmental 

consequences. Depletion of energy and energy resources is one of them. Today, we have reached a 

point where the only way to ensure future supply of energy is cautious use of available resources and 

conscious attempts at saving energy.  

 

High Speed Doors are Energy Saving Doors that help businesses to use energy judiciously, prevent 

wastage and thus contribute towards energy conservation. These doors help you to conserve energy that 

is usually lost in the environment through gaps in normal doors and windows. They are commonly used in 

various industrial setups all across the globe. For companies controlling energy costs and enhancing 

business productivity are major concerns. These fast action doors help businesses reduce energy costs, 

minimize operating times and thus improve productivity. They can also be used to control noise and 

contamination levels and therefore help to create a peaceful and more conducive work environment. 

These doors are popularly used in loading docks, walk-in coolers, freezers, conveyor openings and crane 

ways etc. 

 

High Speed Doors are available in two varieties: Industrial Doors and Doors for Residential Use. 

Industrial doors are strongly constructed, high speed energy conserving doors. These are typically built 

with steel bars to withstand severe external conditions, like extremely windy or stormy weather etc. These 

can be used for various commercial purposes and also as garage doors. Doors for residential or internal 

use are high speed energy saving doors with a compact design. These residential doors are the ultimate 

answer to the problem of limited space and can also be used for separating internal areas. Whether used 

for residential or industrial purposes, high speed doors offer a smooth door solution for your property.  

 

Main advantages of using high speed doors are strength, durability, cost effectiveness and effectuality. 

These doors have high operating speeds and thus help to reduce operating costs, save time, money and 

energy. They can be used effectively to manage heavy traffic flow; suppress air, noise and contamination 

levels and thereby create an optimal work ambience. Moreover, they are cost effective, easy to maintain 

and offer excellent visibility. 

 

Whether your requirement is for internal use, freezer room, hygienic environment or high wind conditions, 

high speed doors from Roller Shutter Doors.com offer you the ideal solution for all your door needs. For 

more information, click www.kaiserdoors.com. 
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Industrial Doors: The Best Doors In The Industry 
 

A door is the main level of protection in a building. It permits passage, allows ventilation, facilitates 

passage of air and provides safety and privacy. Doors are integral to every structure, be it residential or 

commercial.  

 

While in a residential setup, aesthetics are of prime importance along with durability and cost 

effectiveness, in an industrial setup, the product needs to be robust, durable and cost effective. 

Aesthetics however are an added advantage. Industrial Doors have been designed to meet the 

durability, performance, flexibility, cost effectiveness and aesthetic needs of the industrial market. 

  

Sturdy hinges and solid design together with a capability to withstand extreme external conditions make 

these doors a great choice for many industrial applications. Commercial doors offer a high degree of 

functionality and ease of operation. Extremely versatile, they suit all kinds of customer requirements and 

specifications. These doors are ideal for light as well as heavy commercial applications where thermal 

performance, water resistance and structural performance are crucial factors. 

 

For various commercial environments different types of industrial doors are available in the market. You 

can get doors that are resistant to fire, water, corrosion, chemical effects, pressure or blast and missile. 

Acoustical doors, swinging doors, sight dividers, folding doors, car wash doors, manual power sliding 

doors, radiation shield doors and traffic doors are also available. Besides, you can also get customised 

doors in steel, wood, lead, vinyl, fiberglass, stainless steel, glass and canvas etc. 

  

While selecting industrial doors, it is important to bear a few important things in mind. Quality, strength 

and security are of prime significance. Always buy industrial doors that adhere to international quality 

parameters. Remember a door is judged by the level of protection it offers. It is therefore prudent to opt 

for industrial doors that are strong, robust and provide complete safety and security. Cost effectiveness, 

durability and ease of operation and maintenance are other important factors. Selecting strong, tough and 

durable industrial doors is very important as it has far reaching implications on the present and future of 

the business establishment.  

 

Industrial Doors are used to control expenditure on energy and reduce noise and contamination levels. 

With super operating speeds, they reduce energy costs with quick capital payback and create a more 

conducive work environment. Due to significantly reduced operating times, businesses can improve 

productivity and thus enhance business profits.  
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Roller Shutter Doors provides industrial doors, Energy Saving Doors, Overhead Doors to cater to all 

industrial requirements. The company is a pioneer in manufacture, supply, installation and maintenance 

of durable and cost effective doors that provide complete safety without compromising on quality. For 

more information visit www.kaiserdoors.com
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